• American Historical Association-explore relationship in order to market books to graduate students and others (also perhaps OAH, AAM, NCPH).
• American Association of Law Libraries---for marketing Navigating Legal Issues in Archives?
ACTION ITEM: Peter and Teresa will pursue this and report back at mid-year meeting. Peter with check with someone at his law library for a good contact. 
III. Project Status -Teresa Brinati

ACTION ITEM:
Teresa to get TOC and list of contributors from Kathleen and proceed to contract stage once material is received. Is it component pieces that can be customized for purchase? How can it continue to maintain its current contribution to the bottom line? "Connextions" software out of Rice (check it out). Chunk content from a cafeteria of offerings. Need to expand nature of fundamentals. Some subjects will endure, like arr/desc, preservation. Others will emerge. Consider a model --$50,000 to a single author to write the whole series in a finite amount of time? Probably impossible and would result in too narrow a focus. Who should be involved in planning-make it representative of the market served. Make planning process egalitarian by using Web 2.0 tools. Look to the association (sections/roundtables). Look to regionals. And move outside of SAA and the profession.
IV. The Next Steps for the Next Archival Fundamentals Series
NHPRC MEETING on Aug 12:
Peter, Deborah, Tom and Teresa met with NHPRC Executive Director Kathleen Williams during conference and presented the idea of a twostage process: submit Professional Development Grant in June 2010; then approach NHPRC again a year or two later for production of the series. Kathleen was engaging and interested in the project. She also offred invaluable suggestions for preparing a grant submission.
Overview of Kathleen Williams suggestions:
1) If grant is submitted in June 2010, then it would be reviewed by the commission in Nov. 2010 with grant distribution in Jan. 2011. 2) Address audience carefully and comprehensively (novice, grad students, educators, professional community, etc. 3) Explain why the traditional approach taken by SAA is inadequate and why a more conceptual approach is needed. 4) Explain the 2-stage process-planning followed by production-and why a robust planning process is essential. 5) With regard to production, discuss possible formats (online, print). 6) Also, what is a sustainable publishing model for SAA and how would this series change it? 7) Explain why SAA cannot produce the series on its own. For example, the topics are bigger than SAA now! And because they transcend the SAA membership and affect allied professions and collaborative traditions. 8) State the transformational impact the series will have on the publishing program, the association, and the profession.
9)
Word to the wise: NHPRC pushes "More Product, Less Process." It would therefore be beneficial to key in on that relationship and to other processing best practice. [Hello, Greissner!] 10) Be specific. More is more! 11) A Project manager is needed for a project of this scope. 12) In the planning group, have someone with evaluative expertise so SAA can improve as it moves through the process. 13) Record all lessons learned along the way. 
V. Proposals
VI. Follow-up
A. Online Marketing ACTION ITEM: Keara to figure out next steps with GoogleBooks.
B. Contracts Peter, Tawny and Teresa to meet with Menzi Behrnd-Klodt during conference. Make contract font larger. Change piece that says SAA will cover expenses for images.
C. DACS online ACTION ITEM: Teresa to post free PDF sometime in the fall.
D. Glossary Committee
Converting access database to a wiki would be an excellent project for students. Find some way to compensate (either remuneration or complementary products services). Moderated glossary. Send RFP to student chapter.
